G. H. RELAY OFFICE
SEATTLE

R. H. Shober 9:25 PM

JUN 30 PM 9 47

Seattle June 30, 1969

MNR RCS MBC JIM JND NOR TOP ASP SHO HNL - St. Paul
MNR JND - Spokane
MNR RCS MBC JIM - Wenatchee
Agent - Ephrata
JNW - Interbay
CNR RD 47 WM GS HAY GE - Seattle
CNR RCS JMM WBS SCM HF MFR - Seattle

On June 27 G. H. McLean, Eng'r, Kehlert, at 5:35 PM, date one mile east of Ephrata discovered fire coming from inside of rear car on GN 432 mail for Seattle. Proceeded to Ephrata where fire department called to extinguish fire. Contained 50 ft of mail

Between Spokane and preliminary check reveals about 65 sacks of mail badly

burned and balance damaged to various degrees. Holes burned

from floor of car and interior of car badly charred. Cause of fire undetermined.

Car led on main track will be moved to clear by Alcoa Local later this PM.

Car with salvageable contents will be picked up by designated westbound Thursday.

Understand J. A. Hansen and postal inspector riding #27 notified rail people in

Seattle, #27 delayed 30 mins NO-81 copy all.
Within the context of the mail itself.